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On the use of robust controllers in
adaptive control

Pablo .t\. Iglesiasf
Division of Inf,.rrmation Engineering

Canrl:litl ge Ulúverrsity
Ca,nrbridge, CPz LPZ'

Engla.rd

Abstract
Using concepts frorn non-adaptive robust control, the stability and robust-
ness of a general iudirect adaptive control algorithm is analyzed. It is shown
tlrat tlre use of robust controllers, particularly those obtained frorn 'J1* op-
timization teclmiques, can irnprove local robustuess as long as the controller
pararneters are suffi.ciently smooth functions of the estimated parameters.

1-. Introductron

Ever since the work of Rolrrs an.d co-workers [1-9], much of the effort of adaptive control
researchhas been centered on the design of robust adaptive controllers. A quick glance
at the results available in this field shows that almost all of the algorithms presented
achieve their robustness tlrrough modifications of the parameter identification scheme,
see [LL], [14], [17] for examples. During the same period, considerable progress has
been made in the analysis and design of non-adaptive, robust controllers. In pa^rticular,
robust controllers designed ort the basis of tl* and f1 optimization techniques have beerr
developed, eg. [4], [9]. It then seems reasonable to study the possible improvernents to
the robustness of adaptive controllers that could be obtained through the use of one of
these robust controllers in adaptive control.

In this paper we examine this question for a discrete-time, indirect adaptive con-
troller. In robust control papers, the plant is assumed to consist of a nol:inal plant
G"(r), as well as a separate transfer function Ac(r) used to represent plant uncertaiuty.
Two conrmon approaches are to model these uncertainties as additive or rnulti¡rlicativ<:
perturbations on Go(z); see [6] for a discussion. Än altemative ex¡rressìon lì.,r l;lre [rl¿url,
uncertainty; where A6r represents adclitive perturl:ations to the st¿rble ct-,¡;rinle f¿lcturs
of the nominal plant, will be used. This type of expression fbr model uncertainty has
been advocated by Vidyasagar, see [20], where it is shown to have some advantages
ovet other approaches. Fr-rr exam¡rle, it allows the number of unstable poles to vary
as the plant is perturbed. Glover and McFarlane show in [9], [tO], that the clesign of
?ú*-optimal controllers for this problern is surprisingly explicit, suggesting possible
applications to adaptive control.

f Thie wo¡k has been supported by NSERC Canada under a 196? Postgraduate Research Scholarship
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The robustness to stable factor perturbations of a general tirne-varying systern is
considerecl in [15]. This analysis, however, does not include the identification scheme,
and so does not truly represent an adaptive controller. A rnodel reference adaptive
controller subject to stable factor periurbations of known nragnitude is consiclered try
Krause eú al. [13]; wh.ere the robustrress of the scheme is achieved by using the known
magnitude to introduce a dead zone in the iclentification scheme.

The results in tlús paper can be considered as an extension of the work of [15],
in that the analysis of the identifi.cation algorithm will be included. This will be done
using linearization and total stability theory as in Anderson eú af. [1]. A similar analysis
for a pole placement scheme is corrsidered in I'hillips et aI. [16]. It will be shown that
provided the mapping from estimaterl parameters to controller transfer functions is a
sufliciently smooth function, then the use of this design teclmiques will improve the
robustness of adaptive controllers.

Sectinn 2 gives some prelirninary facts and definitions that will be usecl through-
out the rest of the paper. Section 3 describes the type of systems an.d of controllers
considered. ln Secti<¡n 4 the local stability analysis of the adaptive controller is carried
out, ancl in Section 5 the irnplic¿rtions of using robust controllers adaptively, in partic-
ular, the robust controller of [10] are tliscussed. The results are lìrrally sunurrarized in
Section 6.

2. Preliminaries

In tlre sequel, g will represent the unit delay operal,or qx(k) : r(& * 1). A causal,
linear, tirne-invaria.nt system will be represented by its tra,nsfer functir-¡n G(z), where
the argurnent z represents the usual Z-tra,nsform. The transfer function G(z) is stable
if all its poles are in lzl < 1. Consequently, every st¿ble transfer function G can be
expressed as G(z) = ÐÊo gnz-k . Moreover, if G is strictly causal, then gç - 0.

We now define solrle nornìs which will be usecl throughout, see [5] for a firrther
discussion. Let r ÇRni then llcll2': (IL, lrrl')t/', and llcll." := snp14¿4,1a:¿1. If
A €. R^xn, the indrtced matrix nonns will be denoted by ll,all¿, = rnaxr<¿Sn ã¿(A) and

lláll¿- : m.axl<¿<,,D1=, lø¿¡ l respectively.

A sequence of vectors {æ(e) : & t O}, is said to belong to f2, and l* if they
satisfy: DËo llr(f )ll3 ( oo aud supr>o ll"(e)ll* < oo respectively. The norms on 12

and l* will also be denoted ty ll . llz-and ll . ll*. There should be no ambiguity with
the vector nornls, since any vector r call be considered as a sequence {r(fr) : c(0) =
æ, n(k) = 0,V& ) 0Ì.

A system with transfer function G is said to be l2-stable if it maps 12 signals into
12.If G is time-invariant, this is equivalerrt to requiring

llGll"" := snp llc(et')ll¿, < oo
O1u12r

f*-stability is delined in a similar manuer, and is equivalent to requiring that

oo

llGllr := Ð llsell,- < *
k=1

'We note that llGll." < llGllt. Moreover, for time-invariant, finite-dimensional systems,
the following relation between the two ltorms exists.
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Lerrrma I (Boyd and, Doyle l3l)
If G(z) has a state-spûce representation of order n, then

llcll' S (2n* 1)llcll.".

If in adilition, G(z) is strictly causal, then

llcll' < 2nllGll"".

tr
Finally, if G is time-varyirrg, and its input*output relation can þe written as

y(k): Ðï=r g(h,i)"(i), then the system is I- stable iff

k

It is easy to see that if G is time-invariant, then llGllsl = llGllt

3. Plant and Controller Structure

This section presents a description of both the system and controller that are to be
considered.

3.1 Nor¡rinal Plant

In order to control the true system, a model of the plant rnust be available to the
designer. For this reason, the input--output behavior of the plant is approuimated by
the model

y(k): Go(q)u(k). (1)

It is assumed that the transfer function Go(") can be described by the strictly causal
relation

Go(z) : btzn'7 +...+b^ _. z" B(z)
(2)

zn { alzn-l + ... -l an z^A(z)

wlrere B(z) and A(z) arc coprirne polynomials in z-1. This n.otation is rrsed so that
A(z) and B(z) arc both stable ùra.nsfer functions. The input-output behavior (1) can
be expressed as a linear combirration of the plant pa,rarneters and of filtered inputs arrd
outputs in the usual manner:

y(k) -- ó(k)r 0,

where

S(k) ::[u(,t - 1) u(k - n) -y(k - I) ... - y(tc-'r)],
ds := [ó1 I)n a1 anl .

In practice tlr.e value of do is not known; the vector d will represent an estimate of
the plant. Associated with each d is the transfer function

sup{I llg(e, j)ll¿""} =: llGllsl < oo
k>o Fo

G(z'0\ ' B(z'0)
) '- A(r,o),

fornred by replacing ds with 0 in the obvious manner.
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It will be useful to consider coprime factorizations of G over the set of stable
transfer functions. Two stable functions A(z) artd B(z) arc coprirne if there exists
stable funct,ions X(z) and I'(z) satisfyiug the Bezout identity

A(z)X(z)+ B(z)Y(z):t.

Definition I
Let G(z) be a transfer function. The pair [¡f (r), mþil is o coprirne factr:¡rization o/
G(z) if tlte following three cond,iti,ons hold:

(t) rw(z) I o.

(2) N(z), IUI(z) are stable, coprime tr¿ursfer functir.¡ns.

(s) c(z): N(z)lM(z).
tr

For any given tra,nsfer firnction G, the choice of lV and M is not uniqtte. For
exanrple, since the polynornials in (2) are coprime, then lB("),,a(z)] is a valid coprime
factorization. So is a^ny pair lB(z)l[þ), A(z)l{þ)l where ((z) is any polynomial in z-1
witlr rro zeros in lrl >_ t. In the sequel it is assurned that such a {(z) has been chosen
so tlrat 1f6 and M6 are unique functions of d. Note that { may also depend on 0. For
extensions of Definition l- the reader is referred to [20].

3,2 True Systern

Everr if ds ü¡ere kttown, it can not be assumed that the transfer function Go(z) models
the true svstern exactlv, since G6 is only a low order approximation of the system. In
the sequel it will be assurned that the true system is linear, causal, time-invariarrt, and
that it can be descril¡ed by the transfer function

/1t_\_1fo(") *Aiy(z)v\é)- tulúz)+AM(¿),

wltere tlre pair []Vo + Ar, Mo I Ã*rl is a coprime factorization r:rf G. The perturbatiou
functions A¡y and A¡¿ are rrot known, arrd can be of arbitrarily high degree. Neverthe-
less, by property (2) of Definition 1-, a.nd the fact that the set of stable trausfer fuuctir.¡ns
forlns a ring, then both A¡y and A¡¿ are stable. 'I'his does not imply, however, that G
and Gs share the same number of unstable poles.

3.3 Controller

In this section the type of controllers to be used are described. Vfith each parameter
vector d, associate a controller with transfer function K(2,0), such that K(2,0) sta"-

bilizes G(2,0). Stabilizes means that the closed-loop system is internallv stable: ie.
tlre transfer functions S(2,0), I{(2,0)S(2,0), and G(2,0)S(z,ll) ar:e all stal;le, q,l¡s¡1.

S(2,0):: (1. - G(2,0)K(2,0))-t
Assc¡ciated with each K(2,0), is the coprirne factorization lU(2,0),1'(2,0).1. 'fherc:

is an unlimited nunrber of possible factorizations. In the sequel, IU(2,0),I'-(z,d)], will
be required to satisfy the Bezout identity

M(2,0)V(2,0)- N(2,0)U(2,0):t (3)

for all z. The control input u(fr) is given by

4
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In this paper, the clesign and robustness of the feedforward. transfer furctir-¡n IrIl will
not be discussed, so r := Wrtwill be regarded as the external reference input. The
soltrtirrn to equatir.rn (3) is not uniqrre. Nevertheless the choice ol U, and I/ can be
specified uniquely. The following two assumptions will be macle.

Assumption Al
There exists a non empty, open region O f 0e, and a mapping K:0 --+ lU(2,0),V(2,0)l
such that Ve > 0,16 > 0, so that if fu,02 e @,

llît - ezllz < 6 =+ lll7(r,01) - U(2,02),V(2,01) -V(z,dz)lll." < e.

D

Assumption A2

K(2,0o) = U(2,0s)Irþ,0s)-1 stabilizes the true system G(z). tr
Assumption A1- says that the corrtroller is contimrous in the grøph metric, see [20].

Assurnption A2 guarantees that the problern is well posed. It irnplies that the nominal
plant rnodels the true systern sufliciently well so that the latter can be controlled. 'Ihis
assumption is implicit in any control system, whether adaptive or not. 'I'he following
lemma presents a suffÌcient condition for A2 to be satisfìed. For notational sinplicity,
let Ko :: K(2,06) and ,5s :: ^9(z,do).

Lerrrma 2 (Vid,yasagar l20l)
Assurnption A2 ltolils proaided that

llr
SoM"L

I{oSoM;1 [a¡¿ a¡v] <1.
oo

(4)

n
Tlris lernma motivates the design of an 1í* optimal robust controller: a controller

which, while requiring that Ko stabilize Gs, rnirùrúzes the expression

llr
SoMoI

KoSoM;1 lll_

The solution of this problem for the contimrous-tirne case is derived by Glover and
McFarlarte in [9], and [10] where the coprirne-factorization is specified to be norrnalized,;
that is:

Ns(z) Ns(z-t) + *tolr¡ tr[s(z-r) ='t.
This normalization allows one to bypass the expensive iterative lechnirlnes l.h¿rl; are
norrnally associated with tl* controllers; see [7] and l8l. A state-space descli¡,rli,ru ,,1'

tlte controller can be given explicitly in terms of the systenr's state-space miltr'ìces, a,lrtl
the solution to two uncoupled Riccati equations. Nfore of this will be saicl in Section 5,
where it will be shown that this controller has some other properties benefîcial tt-r

adaptive controllers. Note that requiring that [¡for¡10] be normalized is the sarne as
requiring { to be the spectral factor: A(z)A(z-L)* B(z)B(z-t): Ë(r)((r-t).

In an adaptive control setting,0s is not known, so Ks can not be inrplemented
directly. Instead, tlte certainty equiualence controller is used. That is, at each tirne &, if
the plant estirnate is d(&), then K(0(&)) is applied to the systern. ln order to consider
the robustness of the adaptive control algorithm in a urrified fashiou, assume that the
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Figure 1. General adaptive eontroller.

diflerence between the norninal controller, and the frozen pârail-reter controller K(2,0);
the controller obtained by freezing the pararneter estimates at d, can be represented as

uo(z) * Au(2,0)K(2,0)=ffi,
wlrere [Uo * Av(2,0),Vo + Av(z,d)] is a coprirne factorization of K(2,0). Although
tlre perturbation fuuctions Ay(2,0) aud Lv(r,d) are stable for each time &, the time-
varyirry operators need not be stable. Nevertheless, if the parameter estimates vary
sufliciently slowly, closed loop stability will be retained, see eg. [5], page 147.

4. Local Analysis

The arlaptive control problem can be clepicted as in Figure L. 'Ihe plant is time-
invariant. The only tirne variations in the closed loop system are rlue to the changing
controller, which varies according to the estimated plant parameters. To keep the
discussion as sirnple as possible, âssume that the plant estimates change according to
a projection identification scheme. That is,

o(b +1) : o(e) *, Ó(kll!!*0,),=,. (b)t t 'L+tó&)ró&)'
wlrere e(k,0) is the prediction error, defined by

e(k,0) := y(k) - ó&)r 0&)

Tlre constant 7 ) 0 is the step-size or gain of the identification algorithm. Since the
system is operating in closed loop, y(fr) and u(k) depend implicitly on the estimal;ed
parameter 9(fr). In the sequel this dependence will be made explicit.

In order to analyze how the model and controller uncertainties inlluencre g ard
u, begin by reconfìguring the system as in Figure 2, nccc,rcling t,l the d.efìnit,i,rJrs,rf
Section 2. Using the linearity, ald the time invariance of C/6 ancl Ife, the irrpr-tt-orrl:¡rul,
behavior can Lre written as

æ(k, 0) = Pcr(k) t T6 A6r(k, 0) * Tru(k, 0 (k))

where the following abbreviations have been introduced:

(6)

æ(k,o) ,= 
li!ri,,'r\1,

GoSoy;1

,SoI/o t

6
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Figure 2. Adaptive control systenr with noruinal plarrt alcl controller stable factors per-
turbations.

16:=lf:{;r'] = lí:]
rv:=1.;l;F' 

] 
: 

[#:]
A6 :: [A¡¿ Ar],

and

a(k,o(k))'= ([ou,r, aurr)] li] ),-,
&

:, I 69, j)x(j,o).
i=o

Equalities (7) and (S) have been obtained frorn the Bezout iclentity (3). Collecting the
æ terrns on the left side, a,nd using equation ( ) which guarantees that / - TçAç is
invertible, lve can divide both sides by I -TcLc.Using the rnatrix identity (/-X)-r =
I + XU - X)-t, equation (6) becornes

*(k, 0) : Par(k) | Tç A6(I - Tc\c)-tPcr(k)
+ (/ - TçL,ç)-tT¡çu(k,0(k))

=: rs(&) + ã)(k) + ú(1c,0). (9)

Since rs depends only on the nominal plant and controller, it ca,n be regartled as the
ideal system input and output. In contrast õ(&) corresponds to input ancl output
perturbations that are introduced by the existence of utrnodellecl dvn¿rrnics. ll'hese
perturlrations are guaranteed to rernain bounded lry (¿). Finally. the ver:t:,t:r(1,:,0)
represents pertrubations that are clue to the time-varying, incorrectly i<lentilìerl plarrt.
These ate not guaranteed to remain stable frorn previous assurnptir,rns. Note ¿rlso th¿rt
any lround on the size of n(k,0) will be magnified by the presence of unrnodellecl
dynarnics. This can be seen, from the appearance of the (I - TçAç)-1 terrn in front
of T6u(k,d(e)) in (9). The following lemnra gives a suffi.cient condition under which
û(k,0) will rernain stable.

Lemrna 3

The system from r to fy,ul will be l* stable proaided that the time-uarying perturbations

(7)

(8)

I



Ar(a) 
'= [Ay(o) A,r(o)j are stable, arul sa,tisfy

llartatlls' llfrll'
1- ll?-caclh

1¡t 1L

I llro + õ11." + ll(/ - Te ac)-rTyull*
I ll'o + øll* + ll(/ - Te ac)-'Trll' llrll".
< ll'o + tll," + (1 - lll-cAclh)-'llrrlltll¡otallls'llæ(k,d)ll-

Cr-rllecting the llæ(&,d)ll* terrns on the left, gives

( 10)

Proof: Flom (9):

llr(e, d)11""

1 llr(e,0)11"" I ll"o + ôll..

which, if (10) holds, and since rs and ñ are boundecl implies llæ(.,d)ll- < (1 - /-r)-t x
llro + õll* < oo as required.

n
Lernma 3 provides a simple, albeit conservative condition for the stability of the

overall time-varyiug systern. Consider the identification algorithm (5). Note that
tlre regression vector ó(k,0) is obtairred by a linear filtering operation on c(&,d), say

Ó=1æ. Then/(&,0)canbedividedintothesumof threecornponents Q¡,$anJ,ö(k,0)
according to (9). Similarly, the prediction error e(k,0) can be separated as follows:

e(k,0) : U(k,q - óUr,qr 0&)
: v"(k) _ ö(k,o)r o&) + û(k) + g&,e)
: -ó(k,qrp@) - 0o) + û(k) - ó(t)reo + il&,0) - ó(k,0)r0o
:: -ë(k,0)ro&) + ë(k) + ë(k,0) (11)

wlrere tlre third equality was obtained using the fact that y"(&) = ó"(k)reo. The
expressions for ë(lc,d) a,nd ê(&) can be evaluated explicitly in terms of the unrnodelled
dynamics Aç a^nd controller perturbations 4616¡. Using the fact that [Ms - Ifo]f6 = 1

and [Ms - No]Trc = 0 gives the following expróssions:

ë(k) = g(k) - 0T ô@ : Aoû(k) - Boír(k)

= ÊIMo - ¡rolõ(e)

= ÊïMo - irol lf:{*r,] o,,r - rç;t,ç)-Lrs(k)

: t MolI - Gol llr] *rt1ac(1 - rçL,ç)-rr,)(k)

: { Ac(I - L^çTç)-læs(k) (12)
ancl sirnilarly,

ë(k,0) = ü(k,0) - 0l ó&,0) : Aol(k,0) - Bon(k,0)
: €lMo - /rol(/ - TcAc)-tT¡ç(A,¡ç16¡Q@)

= tlMo - ¡rol{/ r Tc\,c(r - TcAc)-l}
x T¡1(A^ye)"Xe)

= d Ac(/ - Te\c)-rry@,¡11qù&). (13)

( - llartqllls'llTrll'
1- llrcaclh )

8



Replacing e(k,0) in (5), with equation (t-L) gives

e1r+r) =('-r¡ffi) u,*, -W (14)

Equation (1a) is a non-linear difference equation. Notice that ã(&, 0) t 0 implies
that 0 : do will no longer be a lixed point of (1a). To analyze the stability properties
of (la) proceed as follows. Fbeeze the tirne variations at sorne parameter d. this mearrs
that the time-varying operator A¡r(o) becotres the tirue-invariant transfer furrction
A¡r(d). Replacing this equation in (14) and linearizing about the norninal model 0s,
yields the followirrg equation

eln + q: ll(ß)ð(fr) + î(k)o(k) + s(k) + o(llalll) (15)

where
Â(&) :: / ^r ó(k, 0 o) ô(k, o ùr I duc),

öß, oùry*t*eo * 4Ð9#9,1,=,,) I a{n)

f (eg¡a,1k, lo)ö(k, 0ùr 9!g:.0)-lr=r,, 
) I d,(k)',

n/n s,,llnffi^ll 
ll W''=,. ll 

*,,¡¡ul rrll#lr,=* 
ll

t ir+ ffiiKil il ryrn=,, ll 
r""l

+ 2t ë!##rdr rrrr 
il ry u=,, 

ll 
r,.r'

= î,* ##tßil ll 

gån{rÐ 
t u=,,, 

| | 
I I' I r 

{ 
r . r#^t I 

r 
I I I | " I I 

}

,'|î(k) (

s (k) := ú(k, 0 o)ë(k) I d(k),

d,(k) := t + tó&,0)r ó(b,s").
The first analysis of this type was carried out for Rohrs'counterexamples, see [2]. Since
then considerable work has been done rigorizing the validity of the steps above see [1-],
and [18]. The value of the analysis iu this paper is that the bounds of the magnitudes
of / anrl g can be expressed in terms of the transfer function norms of of T6, Ty,
etc.. For notational sirnplicity, ull ll . ll will refer to the induced l* norrn, and the time
dependence of all functions will be ornitted. tet llAçfçll f llacllllTcll S (e) (l/ep),
and 117611 1Lf ey¡,,. 'Ihen

and

llsll sltt el ercu

"L-efeo il{il il'il

Tltese inequalities yield the following local stability theorem for the difference equa-
tion (15).

Theorern 1

Consider the difference equation

O1* + 1) = 
^(fr)d 

(Ð + f &)ø(k) + ø(k) (16)

I



Suppose tl¿at tl¿ere enists ø balt B(9s,r) C O such that: Assumption A1; equation (10);

r"dllþll < " naa for aII ã e B(Ls,r), Il7T, a, such that

T-t

i=O

( 17)

for all k ) 0, thenSe*, C, sachthatíe,0 < e 1e* and,lld(0)ll 1ä, tlru solution
to (16) wiII rernain in B(ïs,r), V& > 0.

Proof: Equation (t-7) guarantees that the linear tirne-varying systern

alt+r¡ :^(e)r(e)

isexponentiallystable.Tlhus,thereexistsconstants0lølLandC)0suchthestate
transition matrix F(fr,0) satislies ll¡'(e,0)ll < Cak. Let lle(0)ll < rlC an<l choose e*

srrrall enough so that constarrts Bl andB2 satisfy C(h+þz)+ø ( 1 wher" ll/ll f B1 arrd

llgll < B2r. This çlroice is possible since ll/ll and llgll are both bourrded by continuous,
increasiug functions of e in B(9s,r), a.nd equal to 0 for e = 0. lt is then possible to rrse

the the discrete*time total stability theorem of [t], page 26, to show that lld(e)ll ( r,
V&>0. rl

As lrng as assutnption AL is satisfied , the results of Theorern l" will be valid,
independent of the particular regulator design law that is implernented in the adaptive
controller. The fact that a persistently exciting regression vector will give an identi-
fication scherne with a good rneasure of robustness has been well documented in the
literatrre, see [1] and the references therein. Nevertheless Theorern L attempts to quan-
tify the robustness attained by different regulators in terms of transfer function norrrrs,
and so gives guiclelines for the design of "o¡rtimally robust" adaptive controllers.

In art ada¡rtive control setting, the goal of a rotrust regulat<.rr must be to increase
tlre region of attractiotr B(îsrr) as much as possible, while still rnaintaining the desired
rtorninal systern performance æs.

A necessary condition a"rising for the local analysis of the theorern is that all d e
B(0s,r) nrust provide a stabilizing frozen regulator pararneter regulator Ka. A suflicient
condition for this is given in Lenuna 3. Note that a less conservative condition can be
obtained frorn

llw"*t l¿î,,lll_.'
This equatiott, as with Lelnrna 2 rnotivates the design of an 7l* controller ninimizing
lllTe Txlll*. This controller will make llê(e)ll, and lle(&, ã)ll2 as small as ¡:ossible for
giveu d, æ0, Ac and A¡ç16¡. The design of this regulator is considerecl in the lext
section.

5. Adaptive Robust Controllers

As explained in the previous section, a controller that minirnizes

nrc rrn*= 
ll [ ;*r, ";]:i' ] ll_
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will irnprove the robustness of the adaptive control algorithm. The solution to this
problem is simple if the coprime factorization is chosen to be normalized as in [9]. To
ease notation the subscript "0" will be dropped in the following theorem.

Theorem 2
LetG - NM-l, wherelN,Ml is a normalized coprime factorization of G and[(I,V] be

the set of all controller coprime factorizations giaen by identity (3). Then K stabilizes
G and minirnizes

ll I ^çM-1 llllll;;;-'lll* (18)

iff I( stabilizes G and minimizes

llr
GSV-I
SV-L

S M_I
KSM_L lll_

( 1e)

Moreoaer, the optimal ao.lues are ("1 + o')'l' , anil {l + a2 f 2 + a 1+ l4 ¡112, respec-
tiaely, where a ) 0. The ualue of a is obtained in [9].
Proof: Ilere we repeat the procedure of [9], which derives obtains the rnininrum of (1S)
to show that the optimal controllers of (l.S) and (19) are in fact the same. Begin by
characterizing all controllers which achieve internal stability. If X and Y are stable
transfer functions such that MY - NX : L, then the set of all stabilizing controllers
is giveu by

lu,vl=[x+MQ,Y+Q¡r]
wlrere Ç is any stable transfer fuirction, furthermore, MV - NU = 1. Replacing K
in (19) with the set of controllers [ûr,l/] gives

'|il.ilïi, 
#ll (20)

The problemis then reduce<l to that of firrding amongst all stable transfer functions Q,
the one which minirnizes (20). Since the infurity norm is invariant urrder multiplication
of an imrer rnatrix, prenrultiply the nratrix in (20) by

oo

^r* 
M*

xI -¡r
wlrere M("). := M(z-l).This gives

ll[".'+M.x+8 å]ll*=W (2,)

wlrere a = lllf.Y + M*X +8ll-. Proceeding in the same fashion with equati,.,r (lB),
one gets that

ll l.tjtl-l lll2

lll;;:*-'l ll-= 
rtaz (')'))

Since the equations in (21) aud (22) are both monotonically increasing functions of
a, the optimal values for (18) and (19) are both obtained by rninirnizirrg a. Thus the
optirnal Q, arrd ltence the o¡rtimal K, is the sarne for both problerns. The relatiorr
between the optimal values follows from (21) a,nd (22). tr

The question arises as to whether the controller obtainecl frorn Theorem 2 is more
sensitive to parameter variations than other less robust regulators. Uufortunately the

t1
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Figure 3. Plot of l$f I ou"t løl for the ?l- controller of Example 1

calculation of this is by no nreans trivial. The optimal controller of Theorem 2 is
obatined fronr th.e soft.rtion of two Riccati equations. Obtaining values for the sensitiv-
ity of ùhese Riccati equatins and hence the coutroller would give rather curnbersome
fornrulae, see [12]. The following exaruple should serve to illustrate this point.

Exarnple 1

Consider a simple first order system with known gain and unknown pol.e: G(z) :
(, + ot)-l. In this case d : c, and the certainty equivalence controller correspondirrg
to the design law of Theorem 2 is a constant feedback of

k(a) :
0,

Differentiating ,t with respect to o gives

_o _ o2+z _yFTT, a 0
0

J
f
=a,

ø#0
¿=0

Figrrre 3 shows the the graph of l#l versus a. For a pole placement algorithrn, where
the closed loop pole is placed at a constant location, this would be a constant l. 'I'hus,
at small values of ø, where the robustness margin is large, the tl- colrtrolltr js less
sensitive to parameter variations. At it's rnost sensitive point, the increase iu sersitiv¡'
is less than 10%. Note that to be true to the anaiysis of Sectir-rn 4, the lircl;r-rrizatir,rrr
lc = ulu where ø artd o satisfy (3) should have been calculated, antl then their respective
derivatives computed. The equations obtained would be quite complicated and for this
reason we lrave used the sinrpler formulas for k atd fr. tr

l#l:{\, ,
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6. Conclusions

The local stability properties of an adaptive control algorithm for a discrete-time sys-
tern subject to non-parametric stable factor perturbations have been analyzed. 'Ihe
stability analysis has been done using linearization and averaging techniques. It is
shown that the use of specially designed robust regulators will improve the robust-
ness of ühe overall adaptive controller. Note that the use of robust regulators will also
irnprove the robustness of algoritlrms, such as those irr [1-1-J, which ensure that d ap-
proaches a pr:int of closed loop stability arrd then turn the adaptaticin algorithm off.
Þ'or the set of perturbations A6r, the robust controller will provide as large a region as

possible where the adaJrtation can be disconnected. The aualysis, since it is based on
transfer functions can be easily carried over to continuous time algorithrns, as well as

to rnultivariable plants.
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